G’Day! Thank you for taking the time to find out about all that Cairns, Australia and the Great Barrier Reef has to offer Super Yachts visiting the Asia / Pacific region.

We have extensive information available for you in the areas of:

**Great Barrier Reef Access & Information**
**Guest Services / Exclusive Island Access**
**Super Yacht Preferred Providores**
**Refit/Maintenance Information**
**Airport Private Jet / Helicopter logistics**
**Experienced Super Yacht Tradesmen**
**Marina Access, Cairns, Port Douglas and Airlie**
**Remote Medical Logistics**
**Dayworkers / Crew Training facilities – including STCW renewal**
**Guides / Agents – Cairns and the Great Barrier Reef - The Kimberley Region – PNG - Indonesia**

Some important quick links for you:
- Directory of preferred Super Yacht Service Providers and Local Map.
- The Super Yacht Guide Book – a wealth of information, include dive sites, arrival & marina information, shipyard capabilities etc.
- Entering Australia, for further Visa, Customs and Quarantine Information and advice – please refer to your Australian SY agent.
- Regional Map with Cruising Zones
- Recommended Diving in the GBR Region – Lizard Island/Cairns Dive Sites. Further Essential Information on GBR Dive Sites. Our recommended superyacht Dive Guide.
- The Great Barrier Reef – an update from Dr Rumney – GBR Legacy
- Super Yacht Sample Cruising itinerary – Cairns cruising 1, Cairns cruising 2, Whitsunday’s, Kimberley’s, Sample Itineraries from MY Spirit, incl. Solomon’s PNG.
- Super Yacht Guide to the Whitsunday’s.
- Super Yacht Sample Fishing itinerary & Sportsfishing Info.
- Local tour information & Chief Stew Information.
- Short vision of Cairns the destination and local attractions.
- Local Shipyard and Marina Capabilities, New 1120T Travel Lift.
- Great Barrier Reef Access Information Straw No More
- The Great Southern Route.
- High Res Images of our region, and our annual Famil Tour
- Boat International Media Story 2018

Please don’t hesitate to contact us for further information!

With kind regards,

Joanne Drake
Manager – Super Yacht Group Great Barrier Reef
jdrake@superyachtgroup.com Mob: +61 (0) 458 794 001
Website: www.superyachtgroup.com